TUTORIAL SYNOPSIS

Photoshop Intermediate for Birders

this sequel tutorial to “PS Basics for birders” is its perfect
complement. Using the basic knowledge that you already got, particularly the separation of the bird
from the background in layers, we will be learning important things related to improving your bird
photos structurally in addition to improving those in terms of light as we learned in the first tutorial.
This means you will learn noise reduction, sharpness, blurring, and adding and removing background
and objects from the photos. Additionally I will teach you to apply settings (both structural and light
settings) to multiple images and like that you can process many photos in seconds. Again, this is not a
very technical-based tutorial, it is meant to be a very practical help to achieve great results.
This INTERMEDIATE tutorial will cover:
- A guide for NOISE reduction, background BLUR, and main subject SHARPENING
- A guide for REMOVING objects from the photo (twigs, bright spots)
- A guide to ADD Background to the photo when the subject is too big in the frame
- A guide to APPLY SETTINGS to multiple images in seconds as a group

STAY TUNED!!!
Not too long from now, I will have a tutorial on LIGHTROOM, the other popular tool that bird photographers use to process their photos. This will give you the chance to choose which of these powerful tools
is the most adequate for you to use when you process your photos.
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ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR

ANDRÉS VÁSQUEZ NOBOA
is an Ecuadorian birdwatching and photography
guide who has been leading tours for over 16 years.
Based out of his native country, he leads tours all
over Central and South America and sporadically in
other corners of the World like Asia or Australia. He
has explored and photographed fauna in 6 continents which has given him a lot of experience and
knowledge about many different kinds of avifauna,
mammals, and ecosystems. For the past 12 years
Andres has been working for Tropical Birding Tours
and Tandayapa Bird Lodge.
When not on the field, Andres is keen to jump into
book publishing or digital teaching projects. He has
already self-published various small bird field
books for some regions of Ecuador and a comprehensive guide book to the common fauna of Ecuador with the Princeton University Press under the
name “Wildlife of Ecuador”.
Andrés has given several classes and talks on different topics realated to avifauna, bird photography,
and tourims in 3 different countries. His dream is to
become a university professor in nature sciences
when he is too old to lead tours around the globe,
when his knees are in too much pain to climb steep
hills after his beloved birds.
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